The finite-element Gaussian belief propagation (FGaBP) method, introduced recently, provides a powerful alternative to the conventional finite-element method solvers to efficiently utilize high-performance computing platforms. In this paper, we accelerate the FGaBP convergence by combining it with two methods based on residual minimization techniques, namely, the flexible generalized minimum residual and the iterant recombination method. The numerical results show considerable reductions in the total number of operations compared with the stand-alone FGaBP method, while maintaining the scalability features of FGaBP.
I. INTRODUCTION

P
ARALLEL methods, such as the recently introduced finite-element Gaussian belief propagation (FGaBP) method [1] , address the challenging problem of attaining high computational scalability on manycore computing architectures used in high-performance computing platforms. The FGaBP algorithm, when adapted in a multigrid setting [2] , demonstrated considerable scalability over the conventional finite-element method (FEM) software. This was a direct consequence of reformulating the FEM as a probabilistic method in FGaBP, where computations are carried out using distributed message updates on a matrix-free data structure.
Most importantly, both the FGaBP method and its multigrid-adapted (FMGaBP) solver [2] eliminate the need to perform global algebraic operations, such as sparse matrix vector multiplies (SMVMs). Nonetheless, to help extend the applicability of the FGaBP solver to a wider range of applications, we here explore combining it using residual minimization with variants of Krylov subspace methods. While this may reduce the distributed behavior of FGaBP by introducing global algebraic operations after a number of FGaBP message update sweeps, our results show that an important reduction in the number of operations can be realized, making this solution very beneficial.
A key challenge emerges when accelerating FGaBP in the context of Krylov methods. The FGaBP solver uses distributed message computation supporting arbitrary update schedules, thus generating an iteration matrix is not tractable. As a result, a conventional Krylov preconditioner approach cannot be used.
In this paper, a residual minimization technique and a flexible Krylov subspace method are used with the FGaBP solver to accelerate its convergence. Our results demonstrate considerable reductions in the overall computational load of FGaBP using these new techniques. The introduced techniques are basically an outer loop over the parallel FGaBP method, as shown in Sections III and IV. Section I presents a brief summary of FGaBP, then the detailed procedure of the two acceleration schemes are described, and finally, we close with results and concluding remarks.
II. BACKGROUND
The FGaBP formulates the FEM as a variational inference problem by modifying its functional form as follows:
where Z is a normalizing constant, s (U s ) is the local factor function corresponding to each finite element indexed by s in the S set of finite elements, U is the variables vector, and U s is the subset variables connected to factor s . For symmetric positive definite problems, s takes a multivariate Gaussian form albeit unnormalized. Correspondingly, the nodal variables are each assumed to model a random Gaussian variable. It can be shown that the solution to the underlying FEM problem can alternatively be obtained by inferring the marginal mean and variance parameters of each of the Gaussian variables in U . This, in turn, motivates the use of the Belief Propagation (BP) algorithm [3] as a computational inference algorithm. The BP is a recursive message passing algorithm that exhibits highly distributed computations by using intermediate results, generally referred to as local beliefs. The resulting FGaBP algorithm communicates messages between variable nodes representing U and factor nodes representing each finite element in a localized matrixfree form. Since the FGaBP messages take Gaussian forms, each message is composed of two parameters: 1) a first-order parameter (β) and 2) a second-order parameter (α). In [2] , it was shown that the FGaBP can be adapted into a completely distributed and stationary multigrid process resulting in high computational scalability. In essence, the FGaBP exploits the inherent structure of the FEM problem resulting in localized computational operations on small matrices of size n or less, where n represents the number of densely connected variables in the resulting computational structure. Most importantly, n is fixed and 0018-9464 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. small compared with the total number of variables in the FEM problem resulting in the high scalability of the FGaBP algorithm. This computational structure is reflected in a bipartite graphical modeling approach specific to the FEM problem referred to as the FEM factor graph (FEM-FG).
In the FEM-FG graphical model, distributed messages are communicated according to a particular schedule along the edges of the graph between two types of processing nodes: 1) variable nodes and 2) factor nodes. Distributed message schedules can flexibly be varied on the structure of the FEM-FG graph, such as element merging, allowing adaptable memory bandwidth utilization and enhanced overall parallel efficiency [4] . Fig. 1 shows a sample FEM mesh and a corresponding FEM-FG graph.
III. ACCELERATION USING ITERANT RECOMBINATION
The FGaBP can be accelerated using message relaxation, as shown in [5] , resulting in considerable iteration reductions. However, such an approach can be limited, since the iterative solution is approximated using information only from the previous iteration. In this paper, we aim to obtain better solution approximations using a longer history of previous approximations. The successive solution approximations are obtained using the criterion to minimize the residual. The framework of this method is highlighted in [6, pp. 280-282] and [7] and is referred to as acceleration by iterant recombination (IR). The successive solution estimatesū (m) at iteration m is obtained as a linear combination ofm previous solutions as follows:
Here, the factors a i are chosen such that the residual L 2 -norm is minimized as follows:
This equation shows how to choose the coefficients a i 's of the new solution from (2) such that the new solution minimizes the residual d. The IR method, while presented for multigrid in [6] , maybe adapted to other methods as is the case in this paper, where it exhibits great flexibility for the FGaBP algorithm. The FGaBP algorithm, as shown in [2] , can be restarted from an arbitrary approximate solution by correspondingly approximating its intermediate messages along the FEM-FG graph. At the IR step, the method needs to perform global operations, such as SMVM and dot products; however, in between the IR iterations, the FGaBP can perform a number of update sweeps maintaining its distributed nature. Here, the SMVM operation utilizes the FGaBP matrix-free data structure without a major impact on memory other than storing the truncated Krylov subspace since typicallỹ m ≤ 10. The IR accelerated FGaBP algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . All designated vectors are of length equal to the total unknowns (N) in the problem. Most of the algorithms computational load is in Steps 12 and 25 where the parallel FGaBP algorithm executes a fixed number of inner iterations (I ). Steps 14 and 21 perform SMVM operations using the FGaBP data structure. In Step 24, only the β edge messages are reinitialized to zero, since we are working in the correction space; the α edge messages are left unaltered. Finally, setting up the right-hand side, as in Step 23, involves taking the nodal elements of the vector and evenly distributing it to the corresponding elements in the source vectors of the factor nodes. It is noteworthy to mention that using the edge α messages as weighting factors in setting the right-hand side can sometimes improve the numerical properties of the algorithm.
IV. ACCELERATION USING GMRES PRECONDITIONING
The next approach we consider is to use the FGaBP to the effect of a preconditioner for a Krylov subspace method. Preconditioning an iterative Krylov method is somewhat of an art. This is even more so when implementing iterative methods on parallel computing systems. Moreover, by applying FGaBP as a preconditioner to generalized minimum residual (GMRES), we are effectively applying a variable operator as a preconditioner, further complicating this task.
A modified Krylov method of the classical GMRES referred to as the flexible GMRES (FGMRES) method [8, pp. 287-290] can accommodate a dynamically varying preconditioner, such as the FGaBP. The FGMRES computes the solution vector using a linear combination of the preconditioned orthonormalized subspace z j = M −1 v j , as shown in Fig. 3 (line 4) . The FGaBP preconditioner is configured to stop in a few iterations ranging from 2 to 5, which becomes a tunable parameter.
The FGaBP solver is used as a right preconditioner solving AM −1 x = b system with u = M −1 x. In this implementation, it is not necessary to produce or store the auxiliary vector x. On the other hand, due to the variability of the FGaBP preconditioner, both the {v j } and {z j } m-vectors, as designated by the GMRES algorithm, need to be generated and stored in order to obtain the solution using a linear combination of these alternate correction spaces as follows:
where y m is the vector defining the weights to use in the linear combination of the Z m correction vectors and {v m+1 } are the original vectors generated in the orthonormalization process (i.e., Gram-Schmidt). The weights y m are computed by a minimum residual approach as done for the IR method in equation (3). It is relevant to emphasize that the main difference with the right preconditioned GMRES is the generation and storage of the {z j } m-vectors, not required with a fixed preconditioners. In this second approach, we are again confronted with several SMVM operations that are carried out using the FGaBP framework, thus reducing the impact due to global linear algebra operations.
V. RESULTS
The behavior of the new algorithms is tested using two experiments. The first experiment is the well-known 2-D square conductor Laplace potential problem that is shown in Fig. 4 . The problem uses Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions and has a dimension of 1 cm. A quadrilateral mesh is used to discretize the domain containing one of the corners of the square conductor along the two lines of symmetry. The second experiment is the shielded microstrip conductor placed between two dielectric media, as shown in Fig. 5 . The top dielectric media is air, while the relative permittivity of the bottom media is varied between 10 6 and 10 15 . All the experiments were terminated when the normalized residual's L 2 -norm dropped below 10 −6 .
The plots in Fig. 6 show the iteration reduction ratios of the first experiment using the FGaBP accelerated by IR (IR-FGaBP) and FGMRES (FGMRES-FGaBP). Runs are performed for three sets of degrees of freedom (DoFs), each with six variations on FGaBP inner iterations and Table I shows the iteration reduction factors of the shielded microstrip experiment. Since the IR method showed consistently better results in the first experiment than the GMRES preconditioning, the IR method is primarily used in the second experiment. Here, we vary the relative permittivity of the bottom media while keeping the number of unknowns constant at 341 313. The IR method has produced considerable reductions in all cases; however, no noticeable effect was observed due to varying the relative permittivity.
VI. CONCLUSION
The highly parallel FGaBP algorithm was demonstrated to be amicable for acceleration using variants of Krylov methods resulting in considerable iteration reductions. The details of both acceleration methods, the IR and the FGMRES preconditioning, were presented. The new methods were tested on two different experiments showing considerable reductions in iterations without considerably impacting parallel scalability. For all executed experiments, the IR method showed considerably higher iteration reductions than the FGMRES preconditioning.
It is worth noting that the parallelism exhibited by FGaBP in the previous work is almost retained in the two combined methods proposed (namely, IR-FGaBP and FGMRES-FGaBP), considering that the most costly linear algebra operations are performed in a matrix-free form using special kernels developed within the FGaBP framework.
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